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Abstract.

Fibrous tissue gap closure is a critically important process initiated in response to traumatic injury. Recent 3D bioengineered models capture cellular details of this process, including wound retraction and closure; but have high failure rates, are labour-intensive, and require considerable expertise to develop and implement with tools that are typically not available in standard wet-labs. Here, we develop a simple and effective 3D-printed wounding platform to reliably create and puncture arrays of pre-stressed tissues and monitor subsequent wound dynamics. We demonstrate the ability to create a range of wound sizes in a contractile collagen/fibroblast tissue, within 125 µm of the desired target location, with high degrees of circularity. Wounds exhibit an initial expansion due to tissue pre-stress, and sufficiently small wounds close completely within 24 hours; while larger wounds initially closed much more rapidly, but did not complete the closure process. Simulating the dynamics of tissue retraction with a viscoplastic finite element model indicates a temporary elevation of circumferential...
stresses around the wound edge. Finally, to determine whether active wounding and retraction of the
tissue significantly affects closure rates, we compared active puncture of pre-stressed tissue with
passive removal of a structure that prevents closure, and found that active wounding and retraction
substantially accelerated wound closure when compared to the passive case. Taken together, our
findings support the role of active tissue mechanics in wound closure arising from an initial retraction of
the tissue. More broadly, these findings demonstrate the utility of the platform and methodology
developed here in further understanding the mechanobiological basis for wound closure.

Impact Statement.

In vitro models to study wound formation and closure in pre-stressed tissue are typically challenging to
implement. This work provides an easily accessible approach to produce and analyze wounds in arrays
of contractile tissues that recapitulate critical features of wound retraction and closure in animal
models. The specific modelling and experiments results presented here suggests that mechanobiology
effects arising from wound retraction in viscoplastic extracellular matrices could plays an important role
in driving wound closure.
1. Introduction

Fibrous tissue gap closure is a fundamental biological process needed for the proper development of various anatomical structures (1,2) such as the neural tube (3,4), heart (5) and palate (6), and for tissue repair and regeneration. Damage to developed tissues initiates hemostasis, inflammation, granulation tissue formation and remodelling, in a precisely orchestrated cascade to heal the wound (7–9). Disrupting this process leads to severe complications, including infection and prolonged inflammation (10–12). Given the complexity of this process in humans and animals, developing in vitro models of gap closure is of critical importance in understanding and ultimately manipulating these biological processes.

Existing models of tissue wounding recreate various aspects of the gap closure process. In two-dimensional cultures, scratching cell monolayers with a pipette tip yields considerable insight into gap closure processes (13–17). More advanced approaches such as laser ablation (18,19) may also be used. Alternatively, the wound can be pre-made using stencil (20–23) or tissue patterning techniques (24–26). However, these strategies do not capture the mechanical complexities of a three-dimensional (3D) wound, which may be of critical importance.

3D models of fibrous tissues can be engineered to recreate various stromal tissues (27–30), and these can be adapted for wound models. Wound-like inclusions have been created during fabrication (31–34), but this approach does not capture in vivo-like features of wounding, including retraction of the wound edge in tissues under tension (35). To address these issues, Sakar et al. recently developed a 3D bioengineered wounding model, in which fibroblast-collagen tissues contract around anchoring pillars to form pre-stressed microtissues (36–39) that were then microsurgically injured using a robotically-controlled micromanipulator (40). This model recreates tissue pre-stress, exhibits wound retraction, and closes over time, and provides insight into the mechanics underlying wound closure.
Here, we address technical challenges that limit widespread utility of the model developed by Sakar et al. Their system requires manual micromanipulation of the wounding tool to perform layer-by-layer sequential dissection, using visual feedback. This requires considerable skill and expertise, and would not be scalable for higher-throughput applications, without advanced robotics and control feedback loops that are generally inaccessible in standard wet-labs. To address these issues, we develop a versatile and readily-implemented 3D-printed wounding apparatus, in which arrayed pre-stressed contractile tissues are punctured with a self-aligning array of needles at pre-defined locations. Using this platform, we can rapidly create punctures in pre-stressed tissues at precise locations, and generate wounds in a plate of 24 tissues within one minute. This platform allows us to readily observe wound formation, retraction, and closure; infer mechanical characteristics of the contracted collagen matrix from this data; and demonstrate that tissue retraction mechanically directs future wound closure.

2. Materials and methods

Unless otherwise stated, all cell culture materials and supplies were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Ottawa, ON) and chemicals from Sigma Aldrich (Oakville, ON).

2.1. Tissue wounding platform fabrication

The tissue culture portion of the device containing anchoring micropillars was fabricated using 3D printing, soft lithography and double-replica molding in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Master molds were designed and printed with an Ember 3D printer (Autodesk) in PR57-K Black Prototyping Resin. 3D printed parts were washed in isopropanol, fully cured under a 36W UV light for at least 12 hours, and spray-treated with a mold release agent (Mann Ease Release 200 Agent; Smooth-On; East Texas, PA). PDMS prepolymer (Sylgard 184; Dow Corning) was degassed, loaded and cured at 70°C for 4 hours to produce the negative replica molds. A double replication step was performed, using a passivation layer
of tridecafluoro-1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyle)-1-trichlorosilane (Gelest; Morrisville, PA) deposited in vapour phase to facilitate release. Fabricated devices were mounted in 6-well plates, cured, and sterilized under UV light for 2 hours. A second device was printed to fit the culture substrate, with positioned holes for wounding needles. Selected needles were mounted in the device, or alternatively, the through-hole can be left open as a guide to insert selected needles when needed.

2.2. Tissue formation and imaging

Human bone marrow fibroblasts (HS-5, ATCC) were used as a model contractile fibroblast cell. HS-5s were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Gibco), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic, at 37°C and 5% CO2. Solubilized collagen (Advanced Biomatrix), 10x DMEM, sodium bicarbonate buffer, and sterile water were mixed following the manufacturer’s instructions; and titrated to neutral pH with 1M sodium hydroxide. Trypsinized cells were added at final concentrations of 3 million cells/mL in 1.5 mg/mL collagen. Gels were pipetted into each device, and gelled for 1 hour at 37°C. Media was added, and the gels contracted over 48 hours around the anchoring pillars. The wounding platform was then positioned using the guide structures, and pressed down to puncture the tissues. At selected time points, tissues were fixed (4% paraformaldehyde, 3 hrs), permeabilized (0.1% Triton-X, 45 mins), labelled (FITC-phalloidin) and/or imaged using brightfield or fluorescent microscopy. Analysis was performed using ImageJ (NIH) to quantify wound area, position and circularity.

2.3. Finite element modelling

To develop estimates of stress patterns surrounding the wound during retraction, a 2D axisymmetric model was implemented in COMSOL (Burlington, MA, USA; model details provided in supplemental information), and the inverse finite element method was used to determine a material model formulation and material parameters that match observations of wound expansion after puncture.
Linear elastic, viscoelastic, and viscoplastic deformation models (parameters in Fig. 4C) were tested using this approach. Briefly, linear elastic and viscoelastic models are described by an elastic modulus $E_e$, without/with viscous modulus $E_v$ and viscosity $\mu$. The viscoelastic model is extended to incorporate viscoplastic behavior by adding a viscosity term with a yield stress threshold, and a softening function to reduce yield stress under constant material loading (41). Viscoplasticity is described with a linear Norton-Hoff model:

$$\frac{d\varepsilon_{\text{viscoplastic}}}{dt} = A\sigma_{\text{viscoplastic}}^n = \frac{1}{\mu}\sigma_{\text{viscoplastic}}$$

where the exponent $n$ is set to 1 as per the perfect viscoplastic assumption and the viscoplastic rate coefficient $A$ is selected to be the inverse of viscosity $\mu$. Initial material parameters for these models were obtained from literature sources for mechanical characterization of cell-laden collagen hydrogels (38,42,43,41). For all models, tissue pre-stress is introduced by applying a positive radial displacement boundary condition to match the collagen pull-away distance observed at the micropillars. Tissue wounds are initiated by setting the material properties of a central ‘hole’ to zero. Further details describing the finite element methods and assumptions applied is available as supplemental information.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Fabrication and wounding of pre-stressed tissue arrays

Suspended tissue arrays were fabricated by casting a collagen-cell mixture into a PDMS-based device with integrated anchoring pillars. PDMS devices containing arrays of pillars in square formations (Fig. 1A) were readily fabricated using the described 3D printing / double replica molding process, and were designed to have four 600 $\mu$m tall pillars of 500 $\mu$m diameter, with center-to-center spacings of 2.5 mm. Contractile tissues were formed by gelling 14 $\mu$L of cell-gel solution in each chamber.
Tissues contract over 48 hours to produce a characteristic dense fibrous band around the pillars (Fig. 1B). This dense region arises from free contraction of the unanchored collagen between the edge of the well and the pillars. Central cells pull the collagen tissues towards the tissue center, as evidenced by collagen pull-away from the pillar edges. Simple pillars allowed the tissue to slip over their tips during contraction. 700 µm diameter spheres atop each pillar were large enough to anchor the tissues over 4-5 days, and sufficiently small to allow PDMS release during replica molding.

The wounding platform fit over the tissues using alignment grooves built into the culture device (Fig. 1C). With these grooves to automatically guide box positioning, the wounding array punctured each tissue at pre-defined positions. Manually pressing the structure down was sufficient to align the platform and puncture the tissue (Fig. 1D, E). For all experiments described here, we created wounds in the center of each tissue. Improper wound positioning often leads the development of uneven stresses within the tissue, which can lead to premature tissue failure, and positioning wounds at the center of each tissue avoids this concern. However, wound positioning can also be defined arbitrarily, if needed to answer specific questions that require targeted placement of defects within a tissue. For example, this would be relevant for more complex engineered tissue models that incorporate multiple cell types or advanced structures.

3.2. Characteristic wound dimensions

We empirically found that standard pointed needles often did not create a wound, likely because their tips are thin and relatively rounded, and cause local compaction of the soft collagen tissue. Filing the needles flat (Fig. 2A), and selecting a depth that forces them to penetrate into the underlying PDMS surface reliably produced open wounds as needed. Hence, successful wounding is often accompanied by necessary damage to the underlying PDMS surface.
Needle diameters of 400 to 900 µm (representative images in Fig. 2A) were selected for these studies. The majority of all wounds formed were within 125 µm of the desired location (or 5% of the tissue linear dimension; Fig. 2B). In some cases, wounds were observed within 10% of the desired location, likely due to slight variations in device dimensions arising from PDMS shrinkage during the multiple replica molding steps (44). All wounds produced had circularity shape factors within 10% of a perfect circle, with no significant differences observed based on needle size (Fig. 2C). Wound area was significantly influenced by needle size (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, for small diameter needles, all wounds were larger than the cross-sectional area of the needle, suggesting that the tissue is pulling away or retracting after puncture, as expected in a pre-stressed and physiologically realistic wound model (35). When testing larger needle diameters, although the majority of wounds were larger than the puncturing needle, some were smaller than expected, suggesting incomplete wounding with larger needles. This is likely dependent on the quality of the needle tip, and filing a cookie-cutter edge into larger needles should improve these results.

### 3.3. Wound closure

Small wounds (< 250 µm) closed within 24-48 hours, while larger wounds (> 750 µm diameter) remained open even 96 hours post-wounding (Fig. 3A, B). We qualitatively examined cell behaviour at the wound edges during closure by fluorescently labelling cells in fixed tissues (Fig. 3C, D), and noticed that “bridging” strings of actin-positive cells formed across the gap in the final stages of closure, consistent with previous studies (40). These qualitative observations demonstrate that the tissue models developed here, despite being significantly larger than existing microtissue models, still capture relevant physiological phenomena during gap closure.

To determine whether wounds size affects closure dynamics in these models closure speeds were analyzed based on initial wound size (Fig. 3E, F). Although larger wounds did not fully close, the initial
closure speeds for wounds > 750µm in diameter were significantly faster than those of smaller wounds (Fig. 3F). Larger wound sizes within this group generally produced faster closure rates (individual data points presented in Supplementary Figure S1). This suggests that distinct closure mechanisms may be activated in large and small wounds. Speculatively, the increased closure rates may be due to mechanical activation of the dense, aligned fibrous tissue band surrounding the anchoring pillars while making large wounds.

In the microtissue models presented by Sarkar et al., the dense collagen bands formed at the tissue periphery constitute a substantial portion of the tissue, and even the smallest wounds alter global tissue dimensions. Since global tissue size also changes during re-establishment of homeostatic tension, the authors conclude that wound closure arises from a combination of global tissue remodelling and local tissue dynamics (Fig. 3G). To determine if this was also true in our system, we compared tissue dimensions in wounded and unwounded models during closure, and found no changes arising from wounding (Fig. 3H). Hence, we can conclude that the present model system provides a sufficiently flexible design space to produce small enough wounds in sufficiently large tissues to effectively decouple local and global remodelling activity, to better understand these distinct processes.

### 3.4. Analysis of wound edge retraction

Wound edge retraction and stabilization is known to occur when puncturing a pre-stressed tissue, as in animal models (Fig. 4A) (35). Hence, we characterized small wound retraction dynamics in our system. Wounds grew in size for ~20 minutes, and stabilized at $1.4 \times$ the initial wound area (Fig. 4B). Some heterogeneity was observed, suggesting that variability in tissue mechanics does exist between samples.

We then asked whether our observations of wound retraction could allow us to identify a material model that would provide insight into the mechanical stress patterns surrounding the wound. We developed finite elements analyses for linear, viscoelastic, and viscoplastic materials (Fig. 4C) using
values obtained from literature (38,41–43,45). Linear elastic material models did not exhibit time-dependent retraction, as the wound instantly expanded to release tissue stress. While viscoelastic models did improve upon this and capture time-dependent wound expansion (Fig. 4D), they did not capture the wound expansion magnitude observed experimentally (Fig. 4B). Recently, collagen tissues have been shown to exhibit viscoplastic behaviours (41,43,46–48), and hence we implemented stress-dependent plasticity (Fig. 4C) into our analysis. This material model successfully matched both the magnitude and time-dependency of the wound opening, utilizing parameters similar to those obtained from fundamental mechanical characterization studies of cell-densified collagen (listed in Fig. 4C) (38,42,43,41).

After confirming realistic strain behaviour, we used the viscoplastic simulations to determine whether stress patterns should occur around the wound retraction sites (Fig. 4E, F). Wounding causes immediate reductions in radial stress from the baseline tissue stress levels (2 kPa), and a transient increase in circumferential hoop stress that extends into the surrounding tissue. Viscoplastic deformation dissipates stress over time, but circumferential hoop stress variations remain significant and elevated near the wound for over one hour during and after retraction.

The finite element models presented here do have significant limitations in terms of the precision of predicted stress values. For example, the models are based on material parameters obtained from the literature, and hence do not accurately capture absolute stress levels present in these tissues. The patterns of stress around the wound should remain valid. Furthermore, the model assumes homogenous mechanical properties in the area surrounding the wound tissue, which is quite unlikely given the large area retraction observed which must change local mechanical properties. Hence, these modelling results should only serve to validate that persistent circumferential hoop stress variations arise and are maintained for a long time period after wounding.
3.5. **Wound closure dynamics in response to active and passive wounding**

To support the hypothesis that mechanical stress developed around the wound during retraction influences closure dynamics, we compared active wounding of a pre-stressed 3D tissue, in which wound retraction is expected, with passive removal of an object that obstructs wound closure (Fig. 5A). This has previously been shown to affect tissue mechanics and closure in 2D systems (51), and our model is uniquely suited to compare these cases. While actively wounded tissues rapidly closed within 24 hours, passively wounded tissues did exhibit signs of wound edge smoothing and closure, but did not close within 48 hours (Fig. 5B). We verified that wound dimensions produced in both models were similar (Fig. 5C), and noted that greater heterogeneity in wound sizes were observed in actively wounded tissues due to variable retraction at the wound edge.

To quantify both retraction and wound closure, we normalized measured wound area to the initial wound. These experiments confirm that passive tissues do not exhibit retraction; while active tissues rapidly retract, and then rapidly close (Fig. 5D). These results strongly suggest that the retraction process itself activates rapid wound closure, perhaps through mechanical activation of cells around the wound. Unlike standard epithelial scratch-based wound closure assays, cell proliferation is unlikely to play a role over these time scales, given the established low proliferation rates of fibroblast cells in 3D matrices (52), and recent findings that cell contractility and not proliferation acts to close wounds in 3D fibrous tissues (40). A mechanical basis for rapid closure is also conceptually consistent with recent studies demonstrating that cells can migrate through a matrix via a slingshot action, in which tension is first built up by tissue deformation, and the elastic energy stored in the matrix can be directed on release of cell adhesion to enhance migration rates (53). Analogously, actively wounding the tissue causes retraction at the wound edge, which increases local matrix density, stiffness, and circumferential
hoop stress (Fig. 3E, F). Speculatively, these factors could act to mechanically activate cells in this region to contract and migrate, thus rapidly closing the gap.

3.6. System utility and limitations

Currently, the contracted collagen system developed by Sakar et al. (40) remains the only in vitro platform to study wounding and recovery in fibrous tissues that capture retraction of the wound edge, a common feature of human and animal model wounds in traumatic injury and developmental morphogenesis. We anticipate that more complex culture systems will be developed based on a pre-stressed tissue, that incorporate epithelial layers, alternative matrix compositions, or multiple cell types. These advanced models would allow investigation into more realistic models of wound healing, including cellular processes such as proliferation, that play a minimal role in fibrous tissue closure, but are more important in epithelial closure mechanisms. The puncture platform developed in this work should be broadly applicable to support these advances, provided that the tissues remain sufficiently soft to allow puncture. The primary limitations associated with this strategy would be around the relative sizing and mechanical characteristics of both the tissue models and the puncturing needle. If the desired wound is too small, a fine needle might simply pierce a low-stress tissue without coring it, allowing it to seal up rapidly much like a rubber septum. Higher levels of tissue stress would force the tissue to spring apart at the wound, addressing this issue. Fine needles may also flex during operation, which could lose wounding efficiency or reduce positional accuracy. While this potential concern may be partially addressed by selecting mechanically rigid materials for the needle, it still presents a fundamental limitation to the minimum wound size possible with this approach.
4. Conclusions

We have developed an easily-implemented and readily accessible tissue engineered model system to study fibrous tissue wounding and closure. The 3D printed system to puncture pre-stressed contractile tissues in pre-defined positions can be constructed with resources that are readily available at most research institutions. Although the system does not provide the spatial resolution of techniques such as microsurgery or laser ablation, the system does significantly improve experimental ease and throughput, affords the capacity to manipulate wound size, and captures key features of wounding and recovery in animal models. The system can be sized appropriately to isolate the effects of local wound healing from global tissue remodelling. Observations of wound retraction in these models provide insight into the mechanical viscoplastic state of the tissue, which suggests that transient mechanical stresses during wound retraction may influence wound closure rates. Taken together these results demonstrate that this simple technological method can be used to further develop insight into this biologically critical process.
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Figure 1. Overview of engineered tissue wounding platform. (A) Schematic overview of tissue culture device operation. Cell laden collagen is loaded into PDMS wells containing replica-molded 3D-printed anchoring pillars, which then contracts to form a pre-stressed tissue suspended between the pillars. (B) Representative brightfield image of pre-stressed tissue (scale bar = 500 µm). (C) Schematic overview of wounding device operation. A 3D printed structure with integrated needles is designed to fit over positioning grooves in the culture substrate, precisely locating the needles at defined locations over the engineered tissues. (D) Manually pressing the wounding platform down creates (E) well-defined and precisely positioned holes in the collagen tissues (scale bar = 500 µm).
Figure 2. Characterization of tissue wounding performance. (A) Brightfield microscopy image of selected punching needles, with nominal diameters of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.9 mm (scale bar = 500 µm). (B) Off-target distance of the wound center from the targeted position. When applied to tissues with lengths of 2500 µm, the majority of wounds are within 5% of their desired positions. (C) Circularity of produced wounds did not vary based on needle size. The red dashed line indicates a perfectly circular wound. (D) Areas of wounds created in the centers of engineered tissues based on selected needle diameters. Red dashed lines represent the expected wound size corresponding to the needle cross-sectional area. All data represented as box plots showing median, interquartile range, and range (n = 11-16; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001, n.s. p > 0.3 by two-tailed ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc comparison).
Figure 3. Wounds and tissue closure characteristics. (A, B) Representative images of wounded engineered tissues with (A) large and (B) small punctures immediately after wounding and during closure at days 1 and 4. (C, D) Fluorescent micrographs of the (C) wound and (D) wound edge immediately after puncture (top panels), and after 24 hours (bottom panels; green = F-actin). Scale bars = 250 µm for C and 100 µm for D. (E, F) Characteristic wound dimensions over two days of closure for wounds grouped based on initial size, expressed as (E) wound diameter normalized to the initial wound size, and (F) daily change in wound diameter over the 0-24 and 24-48 hour periods after wounding. Data demonstrates that small wound areas close rapidly, but the linear closure rate is similar across days and initial wound size, except for a significant increase in closure rate for the largest wounds tested. (G) Schematic representation of the
potential relationship between changing tissue dimensions and wound closure. Coordinated movement of the whole tissue may assist in wound closure as the tissue continues to contract, and this effect would be influenced by the relative size of the wound compared to the size of the tissue. (H) Comparison of linear tissue dimensions between wounded and unwounded model tissues during further tissue contraction and wound closure. All data reported as mean +/- standard deviation (n = 10-18 in panels E, F, H; * p < 0.01, by two-tailed ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc comparisons).
Figure 4. Wound retraction following tissue puncture and associated finite element model.

(A) Wound retraction due to tissue pre-stress. (B) Temporal evolution of wound area normalized to initial wound size after tissue puncture. (C) Viscoplastic material model and associated parameters to simulate wound retraction. (D) Comparison of simulated wound retraction for simple linear elastic, viscoelastic and combined viscoplastic models. (E) Characteristic radial and hoop stresses established after complete wound retraction. Dashed lines indicate initial wound size immediately after tissue puncture. (F) Spatial radial and hoop stress profiles within the tissues at steady-state. Wounding causes a reduction in radial stress near the wound edge and a corresponding transient increase in hoop stress. Viscoplastic stress dissipation works over time to attenuate both stress profiles, leaving a characteristic hoop stress peak near the wound.
Figure 5. Comparison between passive and active wounding. (A) Tissues were either passively wounded by removing an obstruction from the tissue, or actively wounded with the 3D printed wounding device to achieve small wounds. (B) Passively formed wounds partially closed within 48 hours, but actively formed wounds first expanded and then closed completely within 24 hours (scale bar = 250 µm). (C) No significant differences observed in initial wound area between the passive and active wounding techniques immediately after tissue puncture. (D) Analysis of wound area normalized to initial wound area over time. Passively-generated wounds started to close after 24 hours, while actively formed wounds first expanded over the first 1 hour, and then rapidly closed within 24 hours (n = 4-6, * p < 0.05, n.s p > 0.10, by two-tailed ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc comparisons).
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Supplementary Information – Finite Element Modelling

Modelling objectives and challenges. Our primary goal in implementing these models is to provide a first-order estimate of the local stress patterns surrounding the wound, using a reasonably-parameterized material model that provides consistent results with our observations of retraction. We first considered a rigorous mechanical characterization approach, but realized that this is extremely challenging in the present system. First, the mechanical properties of cell-contracted collagen gels are quite complex, as cell-driven remodelling significantly alters rate-dependent mechanical properties (Babaei et al., 2018). The material properties would hence be cell-type, cell density, and culture-condition dependent; and detailed mechanical characterization studies would be required at multiple time points during tissue contraction and wound retraction. Second, the micropillar-anchored contractile tissues developed here are relatively small and exhibit spatial heterogeneity between the tissue edges and center. This precludes the use of standard uniaxial, multiaxial and shear testing methods, which would not be able to isolate the mechanical properties of the tissue immediately surrounding the wound. The low tissue stiffness also precludes the use of nanoindentation or atomic force microscopy mapping techniques, with relatively limited force resolution or stroke lengths. Hence, developing a model based on experimental characterization would require the development of novel techniques and complex model formulations, beyond the scope of this present work.

Inverse finite element modelling strategy. To obtain a qualitative idea of the mechanical stresses that are present during wound retraction, we propose an inverse finite element modelling approach, in which we initialize the material formulations and parameters using data provided in the literature, and then tune these parameters within a reasonable range by iteratively modifying them to match observations of wound retraction. We first evaluate the behaviour of three material models that have previously been used to model collagen (linear elastic, viscoelastic, and viscoplastic), to determine which formulation would best capture the observed areal wound increase of ~40% that develops over ~20 minutes (Figure 4B). Because this strategy is not based upon a force measurement or mechanical characterization, we cannot conclude the absolute levels of stress within the tissue, but these optimized parameters should provide reasonable insight into the stress patterns surrounding the wound.

Material formulations. Linear elastic models where characterized by a simple elastic modulus $E_e$ (Malandrino et al., 2019). Viscoelastic behaviour was modelled with a standard Maxwell spring/dashpot combination in parallel with the elastic spring element. The stress strain behaviour of the Maxwell arm is determined by the instantaneous elastic modulus $E_v$ and viscosity $\mu$ of the dashpot (Feng et al., 2010). Viscoplastic behavior is introduced by adding a viscosity term with a yield stress threshold, and a linear softening function to reduce yield stress under constant loading (Fig. 4C). Viscoplasticity is hence described with a linear Norton-Hoff model:

$$\frac{d\varepsilon_{\text{viscoplastic}}}{dt} = A\sigma_{\text{viscoplastic}}^n = \frac{1}{\mu} \sigma_{\text{viscoplastic}}$$

where the exponent n is set to 1 as per the perfect viscoplastic assumption and the viscoplastic rate coefficient A is selected to be the inverse of viscosity $\mu$ (Malandrino et al., 2019).
**Geometry.** The finite element geometry and boundary conditions were developed based on our observations that tissue dimensions did not change with wounding (Figure 3H). This indicates that the displacements caused by wounds do not translate to the tissue edge, and allowed us to assume that modelling the central tissue region was sufficient to capture the relevant wound expansion dynamics. Therefore, we neglected the “arms” of the tissue construct. To further simplify our analysis, we assumed that the central region can be represented with a spatially homogenous material model formulation, based on microscopy images showing two distinct regions of the tissue: the thick banded edge, and the central relatively region with comparatively low cell density. Hence, we modeled the tissue as a single material with a 2D axisymmetric geometry of radius 750 μm and thickness of 1mm (based on microscopy observations). We formed this axisymmetric disc from two concentric sections, so that we could initiate “wounding” at t = 0 by setting the material properties of the central ‘hole’ section to zero.

**Boundary Conditions.** An anchored collagen tissue that has been contracted by cells must be under some level of pre-stress prior to wounding. We captured pre-stress in our finite element models by applying a positive radial displacement boundary condition to the outer edge of the circle. To estimate an appropriate displacement, we approximated the size of the pull-away region between the tissue and the anchoring pillar, and used this number to apply a radial strain of 33%. This strain-based approach to determine prestress neglects any changes to tissue material properties during contraction, and is hence not entirely accurate; but is similar in stress magnitude (1.65 kPa to 2 kPa depending on material model selected) to scaled measurements of tissue stress made by others, including Sakar et al. who used deflection of PDMS micropillars to determine tissue stress.

**Model meshing.** We initially set the mesh to be very fine near the boundary of the hole domain (2 μm), where stresses and strains are expected to be much higher. We then conducted a mesh-size sensitivity analysis and reduced the mesh size throughout the tissue domain, and saw no significant differences in computed stresses and strains for a mapped quad element size set to 1% of the total microtissue length, which ensured that the coefficient of variation was less than 1%. Mesh element quality was maintained above 0.9. Hence, all reported data was obtained using this optimized mesh size.

**Material parameters.** The model parameters used, their literature sources and the final parameters obtained from the iterative inverse finite element approach have been summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linear Elastic Reference / Method</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Literature values</th>
<th>Lower bound tested</th>
<th>Upper bound tested</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Value used for demo curve (Fig 4D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raub et al., 2007 / Parallel Plate Rheometry on cell-collagen gels</td>
<td>Elastic modulus ( (E_e) )</td>
<td>1 - 10 kPa</td>
<td>0.01 kPa</td>
<td>100 kPa</td>
<td>Does not capture time-dependency</td>
<td>5.1 kPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparison and selection of material models. Unsurprisingly, the linear elastic model did not match our experimental observations of slow wound expansion, as it has no time-dependent term. The standard linear solid viscoelastic model with parameters obtained from Feng et al. (2010) did introduce a time-dependent wound expansion, but was unable to capture the areal magnitude (40% increase) and long time scales (~20 minutes) observed experimentally, even when adjusting the model parameters by over one order of magnitude away from published results. Numerous recent studies have demonstrated that cell-laden collagen exhibits viscoplastic material behavior (Liu et al., 2016; Nam et al., 2016; Malandrino et al., 2019), and introducing a viscoplastic element successfully captured the requisite large area wound expansion over long time scales. Hence the viscoplastic model was selected as best capturing the dynamics of wound expansion, and used to estimate the local stress patterns around the wound (Fig. 4F).
Supplementary Figures

**A**

Supplementary Figure S1. Individual datapoints for the statistical comparison presented in Figure 3F.

(A, B) Daily wound closure rates for various initial wound diameters over (A) 0-24 hours and (B) 24-48 hours after wounding. The pink highlighted region demonstrates the group of data points that are statistically significant compared to the other groups in this comparison.
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